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Let GL,A be the group of invertible matrices over a ring A and E,A the subgroup generated 
by elementary matrices. In previous papers, the author described all subgroups of GL,A, n z 3, 
normalized by E,A for a few classes of rings A including all Banach algebras A with 1 (in the 
case n = 2, the situation is more complicated). The present paper extends this to a wider class 
of rings. However, the main goal is to give a complete description of all subnormal subgroups 
of E,A for this class of rings including all Banach algebras A with 1. 
Introduction 
For any associative ring A with 1 and a natural number IE, let GL,A be the 
group of all invertible n by n matrices over A and E,A the subgroup generated by 
all elementary matrices a”, where a E A and 15 i # j 5 n. For various classes of 
rings [l-3], including all Banach algebras A, we have described all subgroups H 
of GL,A which are normalized by E,A, provided that n 2 3. Namely, a subgroup 
H of GL,A is normalized by E,A if and only if E,(A, B) C H C G,(A) B) for an 
ideal B of A. Here G,(A) B) is the inverse image of the center of GL,(A lB) 
under the canonical homomorphism GL,A + GL,(AIB) and E,(A, B) is the 
normal subgroup of E,A generated by all elementary matrices in G,(A, B). 
Our first observation is that results of [3] can be extended to the class of rings A 
satisfying the following condition: 
For any element a of A there is a finite sequence x1, . . . , xN 
in A such that 
x, + . . .+x,=1 andall l+ax,~GLiA. (1) 
Evidently, this condition holds for any Banach algebra A. Namely, take 
xi = 1 lN for all i with a large N (which depends on a). The same trick shows that 
our condition (1) is weaker than condition (1) of [3]. 
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However the main goal of the present paper is to obtain a complete description 
of all subnormal subgroups of E,A, n 2 3, under condition (1). Our answer 
(which is contained in more precise Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 below) looks the same 
as that for commutative or von Neumann regular rings A [4]: a subgroup H of 
E,A is subnormal if and only if E,(A) B”) C H C G,(A) B) for an ideal B of A 
and a natural number m. 
Here B” is the ideal of A consisting of sums of products of m elements of B. 
Recall that a subgroup H of a group G is called subnormal, if there is a finite 
chain 
H=H,aH,_,a...aH,=G 
of subgroups of G, where Hi a Hi_, means that Hi is a normal subgroup of H,_, . 
In this case, we write H ad G. Like in [4], we will obtain a bound for m in terms 
of d and a bound for d in terms of m. 
See [l-4] for references to other publications on normal and subnormal 
subgroups of general linear groups. 
1. Statement of main theorems 
Modifying arguments of [3], we will prove in Section 2 below the following: 
Theorem 1.1. Let A satisfy condition (1) above, B an ideal of A, n 2 2. Then 
E,(A, B) is normal in GL,A, and it contains the mixed commutator subgroup 
[EnA, G,(A, B)l 
Moreover, if n 2 3, then 
E,(A> B) = ]E,A, E,Bl= [E,(A, B), GL,A] = [E,A, G,(A, B)] , 
where E, B is the subgroup of E,A generated by elementary matrices in G,(A, B). 
The inclusion E,(A, B) > [E,A, G,(A, B)], evidently, implies that every sub- 
group H of G,(A, B), containing E,(A, B) is normalized by E,A. By 14, proof of 
Theorem 61, this inclusion (with B replaced by A, B, B2, . . . ) gives the following: 
Theorem 1.2. Let n 2 2 and A satisfy condition (1). Let H be a subgroup of 
GL,A such that E,(A, B”) C H C G,(A, B) for an ideal B of A and a natural 
number m. Then H fl E,A ad E,A a GL,A, where d = 1 when m = 1 and d = 
m+l when m>l. 0 
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In Section 3 below we will prove a converse of Theorem 1.2: 
Theorem 1.3. Let n I 3, G a subgroup of GL,A containing E,A, d a natural 
number. Assume condition (1). Then H qd G implies that E,(A, B”) C H C 
G,(A, B) for an ideal B of A with m = (7d - 1)/6. 
The bound (7d - 1)/6 here is worse than the bound (6d - 1)/5 obtained in [4] 
for rings A which are commutative or von Neumann regular. However, our proofs 
here are shorter because we freely use results and arguments of [3,4]. [4, 
Theorem 51 gives 2d - 1 as a lower bound for the number m in Theorem 1.3. 
Note that the condition n z 3 in Theorem 1.3 cannot be relaxed to the 
condition rz z 2, as an example of a non-standard normal subgroup H of EzA with 
a four-dimensional Banach algebra A shows [3, p. 1001 (or see the example after 
Theorem 1.4 below). In [3] the standard description of all normal subgroups of 
E,,A is obtained under an additional condition on A, which holds, for example, 
when A is either commutative or simple. The next theorem (which will be proved 
in Section 4 below) gives a necessary and sufficient condition on A for all normal 
subgroups of E,A to be standard (i.e. to be sandwiched between E,(A, B) and 
G,(A, B) for an ideal B of A). 
Theorem 1.4. Assume that 30A = A and that for any a E A there is a natural 
number N such that l+ a/2N, 1 + a/2N+’ E GL,A. Then E,(A, B) = 
[E,A, E,B] =[E,(A, B), GL,A] = [E,A, G,(A, B)] for any ideal B of A (in 
particular, E,(A, B) is normal in GL,A). 
Moreover, the following three statements are equivalent: 
(i) For every subgroup H of GL,A which is normalized by E,A there is an 
ideal B of A such that E,(A, B) C H C G,(A, B); 
(ii) For every normal subgroup H of E,A there is an ideal B of A such that 
E,(A, B) c H c G,(A, B); 
(iii) If Y is an additive subgroup of A such that aya E Y whenever a E A and 
y E Y, then Y is an ideal of A. 
The condition of Theorem 1.4 is stronger than condition (1). However it is 
weaker than [3, condition (l)] which holds for any Banach algebra A with 1. Here 
is an example of a (four-dimensional) Banach algebra A and a subset Y which 
satisfy condition (iii) of Theorem 1.4, but Y is not an ideal: A = A* Y is the 
exterior (Grassmann) algebra on a two-dimensional real vector space Y. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
The following theorem implies that E,(A, B) is normal in GL,A. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let A satisfy condition (l), n 2 2, B an ideal of A, v an n-column 
over A, w an n-row over B, and WV = 0. Then 1, + VW E E,(A, B). 
Proof. Our theorem looks like [3, Theorem 41, but our condition (1) is weaker 
than condition (1) there. Still the proof of [3] needs only minor modification. As 
in that proof, we write v = (us) and w = (wi). By condition (1) above, we find xi 
in A such that 1+ w,v,xi E GL,A and c xi = 1. We have 1, + VW = n (1, + 
vxiw). By [3, Case 1 of the proof of Theorem 41, every factor here is in E,(A, B). 
So the product 1, + VW E E,(A, B). 0 
Theorem 2.1 is proved. Now we have to prove that E,(A, B) > 
[E,,A, G,(A, WI. 
To do this, in [3] a trick with a ‘double’ ring A’ was used (see [3, proof of 
Theorem l(b)]. However we cannot use this trick here, because our condition (1) 
for A does not imply easily (if at all) the similar condition for A’ (the same goes 
for the condition that A is a Banach algebra with 1; this was a reason why a 
weaker condition (1) was introduced in [3]). Moreover, the proof of [3] uses that 
E,A is perfect, which is not implied by our condition (1) when n = 2 (as an 
example, take A to be a field of 3 elements). 
So now we use direct computations (which are almost identical to those in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1) instead of the trick. Let zi,j be an elementary matrix in 
E,A, n 22, and h E G,(A, B). We want to prove that, under condition (l), 
[zi,/ h] E ,??,(A, B). S’ mce all groups involved are normalized by permutation 
matrices, we can assume that (i, j) = (n, 1). 
Then [z”*r, h] = zn9’ (l,, - vzu), where v is the last column of h and u is the first 
row of h-‘. We write u = (u,) = (u’, u”) and v = (vi) = (v’, v,). By condition (l), 
we find xi in A such that 1-t U,V,,ZX~ E GL,A for all i and c xi = 1. 
We want to prove that zn,’ and h commute modulo the normal subgroup 
E,(A, B) of GL,A. Since znX1 = fl (zxi)“‘r, it suffices to prove that each (zx~)~” 
commutes with h modulo E,(A, B). We have g:= [h, (-zxi)““] = (1, - 
VZX~U)(ZX~)“~~ and g,,, = 1 - V,ZX~U, E GL,A (because 1 + U,V,ZX~ E GL,A). 
Write v = (v’, v,) and w = -zxiu = (w’, w,,). Note that WV = 0. 
Now by row addition operations over B we eliminate all non-diagonal entries of 
the last column and then of the last row of the matrix g. Then we obtain the 
following block-diagonal matrix g’ (which belongs to E,(A, B) if and only if g 
does): g’ = diag(a, d), where d = g,,, = 1 + v,w,, a = l,_, + v’w’ - v’w,d-lv,w’ 
= 1 n-1 + ~‘(1 - w,d-‘v,)w’ = l,_, + v’d’-‘w’ = (1,_1 - v’w’))l with d’ = 
1-t w,v, = 1 - w’v’. Now we obtain, as in [3, proof of Case 1 of Theorem 41, that 
g’ is in E,(A, B), hence g is in E,(A, B) too. 
Thus, we have proved the first statement of Theorem 1.1. The equalities in the 
second statement follow from this and the inclusion E,(A, B) C [E,A, E,B] 
which holds for any ring A with 1 when n 2 3, because of the identities 
]aiZj, bj,k] = (ab)t,k, where i#j#k#i. 
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
Notation. For any subgroup H of GL,A, let J(H) be the smallest ideal B of A 
such that H C G,(A, B). Let J’(H) be the ideal of A generated by all non- 
diagonal entries of all matrices in H. 
When n 2 2, the ideal J(H) is generated by J’(H) and all elements of the form 
ax - ya, where a is in A and X, y are diagonal entries of a matrix in H (no 
condition on A is needed for this). 
Theorem 3.1. Assume condition (1). Let n 2 3, D an ideal of A, H a subgroup of 
GL,A, and assume that H is normalized by E, D. Then H > E, (D4J’(H) 0’). 
Proof. Let L’(H) be the largest ideal B of A such that H > E,B. We have to 
prove that D4J’(H)D3 C L’(H), i.e. D4hi,jD3 C L’(H) for any h = (hs,,) in H, 
any integers i, j such that 1 I i #j 5 n, and any a in A. Say, let (i, j) = (3,l) 
(other cases are similar). 
To prove that D4h3,,D2C L’(H), suppose that this is not true, i.e. 
dh,,,gB’:= {bE A: D3bD3C L’(H)} for some d in D. 
Consider the matrix g = [h-l, d2,“] = (1, + vdu)(-d)2S3 E H, where u = (h3,‘) is 
the third row of h and u = ((h-1)i,2) is the second column of h-‘. Of particular 
interest to us is the entry g,,, = 1 + (h-‘),,,dh,,,. 
Case 1. The first column of g has a non-diagonal entry (say, g,,l) outside of B’. 
Applying condition (1) to a = h3,1(h-1)1,2d, we find xi such that c xi = 1 and 
1 + ax, E GL,A for all i. Consider the matrix g’ = [h-l, (dxi)2’3]. We have 
g’ = 1 + (h-l), ,dxih3 l E GL,A (because 
(k1’),,2dxih3,, ii not iA B’. By [4, Lemma 81, 
1 + axi E GL,A) and g,’ 1 = 
L’(H) > D3g,‘,l( g;,,)-‘D3 = D3g;,lD3 , 
which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. All non-diagonal entries of the first column of g belong to B’. Then 
comparing the first columns of both sides in the equality h(- d)2,3 = (- d)2S3hg, we 
conclude that h,,,d’ E B’ for s # 2 and h,,,d’@B’, where d’ = g,,, - 1. Consider 
the matrix f = [h, dfl.“]. We have fi,l = 1 + h,,,d’(h-‘),,l E 1 + B’ and fi,, = 
h,,ld’(h-‘),,a - f,,,d’$B’. Using condition (1) with a = (h-l),,lhl,ld’, we can 
find xi in A such that f;,l = 1 + h,,,d’xi(h-‘),,, E GL,A and f;,, = 
hl,ld’xi(h-l)n,n - fi,ld’xi~B’, where f’ := [h, (d’xi)lS”]. Applying again [4, 
Lemma 81 (this time, to the opposite ring), we conclude as in Case 1 above, that 
L’(H) > D3( f;,,)-‘f;,,D’ = D”f;,,D’, which is a contradiction. 0 
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Theorem 3.1 is proved. Conjugating by elementary matrices over A, we obtain 
the following: 
Corollary 3.2. Assume condition (1). Let n 2 3, D an ideal of A, H a subgroup of 
GL,A which is normalized by E,(A, D). Then H > E,(A, D4J(H)D3). 0 
Using this corollary, Theorem 1.3 follows easily by induction on d, see [4, proof 
of Theorem 11. 
Remark. Theorem 3.1 stays true if instead of condition (1) we assume that A is 
either commutative or von Neumann regular, cf. [4, Theorem 41. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.4 
To obtain the equalities in the first statement of the theorem, we need, besides 
the first statement of Theorem 1.1, only the inclusion E,(A, B) C [E,A, E,B]. 
But this inclusion we have for any ring A = 6A, see [3, Section 21. 
Lemma 4.1. Let A be an associative ring with 1, Y an additive subgroup of A such 
that aya E Y whenever y E Y and a E A. Then 2yay, ayb + bya E Y for any a, b in 
A and y E Y. Moreover, A’ YA, AYA’ C Y, where A’ is the ideal of A generated by 
all additive commutators ab - ba with a, b E A. 
Proof. Let y E Y and a, b, c, d, e E A. Since aya, byb, (a + b)y(a + b) E Y and Y 
is an additive subgroup, we conclude that ayb + bya E Y. In particular (when 
a = 1, b = c), yc + cy E Y for any y in Y and c in A. 
Applying this with c = ab, we obtain that yab + aby E Y. On the other hand, 
consider abyba = a(byb)a E Y and replace here a by a + 1 and b by b + 1. This 
gives aby + yba E Y (in particular, when a = y, we obtain that 2yby E Y). Thus, 
y(ab - ba), (ab - ba)y E Y. 
Consider now abcycba E Y. Replacing a by a + 1, b by b + 1, c by c + 1, we 
obtain that abcy + ycba E Y. This implies that yA’ + A’y C Y, see [3, Section 51. 
Take any d in A’. Then de E A’, yd, yde E Y, and yde + eyd E Y, hence 
eyd E Y. Thus, AYA’ C Y. Similarly, A’YA C Y. 0 
Definition. A quasi-ideal Y of an associative ring A is an additive subgroup of A 
such that aya, yay E Y whenever a E A and y E Y. 
Of course, every ideal is a quasi-ideal. Note that if Y and A are as in condition 
(iii) of Theorem 1.4, and 2A = A (this is included in the condition 30A = A of 
Theorem 1.4), then Y is a quasi-ideal of A, because we can replace a by ia in the 
conclusion 2yay E Y of Lemma 4.1. Thus, Theorem 1.4(iii) says that every 
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quasi-ideal of A is an ideal. The example after Theorem 1.4, where Y is a 
quasi-ideal (but not an ideal) of A = A*Y, shows that this statement need not be 
true even for finite-dimensional Banach algebras with 1. Proposition 4.2 below 
gives a non-standard normal subgroup of E,A for every quasi-ideal Y of A which 
is not an ideal of A. Perhaps, all normal subgroups of E,A can be described in 
terms of quasi-ideals when A is a Banach algebra. 
Notation. For any quasi-ideal Y of A, denote by E,, Y the subgroup of E,A 
generated by Y’,’ and Y’*‘, and let E,(A, Y) be the normal subgroup of E,A 
generated by E,Y. 
When Y is an ideal, our new notation agrees with the previous one 
Proposition 4.2. Let A be an associative ring with 1, Y a quasi-ideal of A which is 
not an ideal. Then H := E,(A, Y) is a normal subgroup of E,A such that for no 
ideal B of A we have the ladder condition E,(A, B) C H C G,(A, B). 
Proof. For any subgroup H of GL,A we set X(H) = {x E A: x132 E H} . Obvious- 
ly, X(E,(A, B)) = X(G,(A, B)) = B for any ideal B of A. We will show that 
X(E,(A, Y)) = Y, which will give the proposition. 
Obviously, X(E,(A, Y))>X(E,Y) 3 Y. So it suffices to show that 
X(E,(A, Y)) C Y. To this end, consider the free ring F(A) with 1 generated by 
the set A, and let Y” be the ideal of F(A) generated by Y C A C F{ A}. Then 
f(Y”) = Y’ under the canonical homomorphism f : F{ A} --$ A, where Y’ is the 
ideal of A generated by Y. The ring F{ A} has a natural involution *, which is the 
identity on A C F(A). 
Consider the unitary group U C GL,(Y”) of the standard form l*** - l*,’ over 
Y”. Then X(U) coincides with the set S of symmetric elements of Y”, so 
X(f(D)) = f(S). 
Clearly, f(U) 3 E,(A, Y), hence f(S) = X( f(U)) 3 X(E,(A, Y)). So it remains 
to show that f(S) C Y. But this follows from Lemma 4.1, because S consists of 
sums or differences of elements of the following forms: ayb + b*ya*, aya*, and 
aycya* with a, b, c = c* E F(A) and y E Y C F(A). 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let H be a subgroup of GL,A normalized by E,A. Define 
T = {(b, c) E A x A: c231b1,2 E H} 
Then T is an additive subgroup of A X A, and (ubu, u-‘cue’) E T whenever 
(b,c)CTanduEGL,A. 
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Proof. Let (b, c), (b’, c’) E T. Then 
fg 3 (_Cf)2J(C2Jp(Cf2,1br1,2)-l)c~2J = cc _ C’)2,‘(b _ (ql,2 ) 
hence T 3 (b - b ‘, c - c’). So T is an additive subgroup. 
The second statement is obtained by conjugating c*,‘btv2 by the diagonal matrix 
diag(u, u-‘) E E,A. 0 
Lemma 4.4, Let 30A = A, H a subgroup of GL,A, and let H be normalized by 
E,A. Assume that a E GL,A for the first row (a, b) of a matrix h in H. Then 
H 3 (ba)‘.2. 
Proof. First we want to show that H contains a matrix of the form h’ = c2,1(ba)1,2 
with ba as above and some c in A. Indeed h has the form c’2,1gbr1.,2 with a 
diagonal matrix g, b’ = a-lb and some c’ in A. Hence, for any u, u’ in the center 
of GL,A, we have H 3 (u’b’u1)lx2( frhff-1)-1fhf-1(-u’brU1)1,2 E A”‘(ub’u - 
u’bW)*,2, where f = diag(u, u-l), f’ = diag(u’, u’-‘) are in E,A. Taking u = 5/4 
and u’ = 314, we conclude that H contains an element of A2,1b’1,2. Conjugating 
this element by diag(a, a-‘), we obtain an element h’ in H of the above form. 
Now we want units ui, . . . , up, vi, . . . uI, in the center of A such that 
u; + . . . +~2,-uU;~-...-ub~=landur~+...+~p~-~;-~- . .._ u’-2=OmFor 
example, we can take p = 34, q = 129, ui = 1 for 15 i 5 32, u33 = 15, u_ = 20, 
vi =2 for 15 is 128, and u’129 = 12. Using Lemma 4.3, we conclude that 
T 3 (0, ba), i.e. H 3 (ba)‘,‘. 0 
In the next lemma we use the notation X(H) from the proof of Proposition 4.2. 
Lemma 4.5. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.4, let H be a subgroup of GL,A 
and H is normalized by E,A. Then X(H) is a quasi-ideal of A. 
Proof. Evidently, Y : = X(H) is an additive subgroup of A. Let a be in A and y in 
Y, i.e. ylx2 is in H. Conjugating by 1’~2(-1)2~‘1’~2 E E,A, we conclude that 
Y ‘,’ E H. By the condition of Theorem 1.4, there is a number N such that 
1 + auy E GL,A for u = 1 /2N and for u = 1/2N+‘. The first row of the matrix 
(au)“2y2”(-au)1Z2 E His (1 + auy, -auyau). By Lemma 4.4, Y 3 auyau(1 + auy) 
for u = 1/2N and 1/2N+‘. Since Y is an additive subgroup, we conclude that 
Y 3 aya. Since 2A = A, Y is a quasi-ideal. 0 
Now we can conclude our proof of Theorem 1.4. It remains to prove that (iii) 
implies (i). Let H be as in (i). Let L(H) be the largest ideal B of A such that 
E,(A, B) C H. We want to prove that L(H) = J(H) (see [4] or the beginning of 
Section 3 above for the definition of J(H)). If L(H) # J(H), then there is a 
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matrix h in H outside of G,(A, L(H)). Such a matrix h does not commute with an 
elementary matrix in E,A modulo L(H). 
Moreover, h does not commute with an elementary matrix E module 
G,(A, L(H)). (Otherwise, E H [E, h] module L(H) would give a non-trivial 
homomorphism from the perfect group E,A to the commutative group G,(L(H)) 
modulo L(H).) 
Say, h does not commute with E = ezX1 modulo G,(A, L(H)). Consider the first 
row (1 + b’ea, b’eb) of the matrix h’:= [E-*, h-l] = (-e)2”h-‘e2~‘h E H, where 
(a, b) is the first row of h and b’ := (h-‘),,,. Replacing, if necessary, e by e/2N, 
we can assume that 1 + b’ea E GL,A. Still h and ezT1 do not commute module 
G,(A, L(H)), i.e. h’ is outside of G,(A, L(H)). By Lemmas 4.4, 4.5 and the 
assumed statement (iii) of Theorem 1.4, the non-diagonal entries of h’ must be in 
L(N), i.e. h’ is a diagonal matrix modulo L(H). 
Taking its commutator h” with an elementary matrix, we obtain a matrix h” in 
H which is a non-trivial elementary matrix module L(H), i.e. h” = gf, where 
g E GL,(L(H)) (the congruence subgroup) and f is an elementary matrix outside 
of GL,(L(H)). Taking the commutator of h” with the diagonal matrix diag(2, 
1) E E,A and using that E,A and GL,(L(H)) commute module E,(A, L(H)), we 
obtain an elementary matrix in H outside of G,(A, L(H)), which contradicts to 
our definition of L(H). Theorem 1.4 is proved. 
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